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Abstract
Epidural electrical stimulation has been applied in clinics for many years. However, it
is still a concern about possible injury to the spinal nerve. This study investigated
electrical field and current density distribution during direct epidural electrical
stimulation. Field distribution models were theoretically deduced, while the
distribution of potentials and current were analyzed. The current density presented an
increase of 70-80%, with one peak value ranged from -85° to 85° between the two
stimulated poles. The effect of direct epidural electrical stimulation is mainly on local
tissue surrounding the electrodes, which concentrates around two simulated positions.

Key words: spinal cord; epidural electrical stimulation; electrical field distribution;
current density distribution
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INTRODUCTION
In 1981, Tamaki et al. achieved spinal cord evoked potential (SCEP) by applying
the direct spinal cord stimulation method, thereby eliminating effects from
surrounding nerves and collecting evoked potential signals with better signal to noise
ratio (SNR) and higher amplitude. This technology has since been applied during
intraoperative spinal cord monitoring and many other clinical therapies, such as repair
of spinal cord injury, convulsion treatment, and asthenia [1-4]. However, direct spinal
cord stimulation takes place near the spinal cord and spinal nerves [5], which could
result in injury to the spinal cord or other nerves. In addition, the latency of evoked
potential stimulated by direct spinal cord stimulation is shorter than other transcranial
EPs; it is difficult to eliminate stimulus artifacts from electrical stimulation using the
filter method, so stimulation intensity is limited[6]. Although clinical and animal
experiments have illustrated that direct spinal cord electrical stimulation can
effectively excite spinal nerves [7], several problems still remain. For example, it
remains to be shown whether electrode placement affects nerve stimulation, or
whether direct electrical stimulation results in partial or whole spinal nerve
excitement [8, 9]. Further studies on these issues will provide further knowledge for
clinical monitoring of direct spinal cord stimulation.
At present, studies have addressed mathematical models of potential field and
current density field distribution during electrical stimulation, and some have
simulated these models using the finite element method [10-17]. Unfortunately, the
finite element method cannot prodict the integral distribution , so it is difficult to
identify boundary conditions due to anatomical complexities of the human body.
The current study investigated the rule of electrical field and current density
distributions within the spinal cord during direct epidural electrical stimulation,
constructed an approximate mathematical model, and deduced an analytical solution
to the model. Subsequently, the mechanisms of epidural electrical stimulation on the
spinal nerves were analyzed to provide an explanation for the integral distribution rule
of electrical fields. These results provide theoretical instruction for the application of
spinal cord evoked potential during epidural electrical stimulation.
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METHOD
To apply direct spinal cord electrical stimulation through electrodes located at the
epidural space of the spine, it is necessary to simplify the complex structures of the
spinal cord and dura matter. The spinal cord resides in the vertebral canal, wrapped by
dura matter. A cross section of the lower cervical vertebra, thoracic vertebra, and
lumbar region is almost cylindrical. The entire spinal cord is approximately 40-45 cm
long. A transverse section is shown in Figure 1; the gray matter is in the centre like an
“H” or a butterfly, and the white matter surrounds this [18].
Because the difference between conduction characteristics of white and gray matter
is small, the inner region of the spinal cord can be considered a cylindrical dielectric.
In clinical application, the stimulating electrodes are usually placed between the upper
thoracic vertebra and lumbar. At this point the spinal cord and dura matter form an
outstretching cylinder; the inner spinal cord consists of nerve fibers and the outer
region contains dura matter. A direct current I was applied to the dura matter
surface. The semidiameter of electrodes is smaller than for the spine, so the interface
between electrodes and dura matter was considered to be a quadrate surface, with
length c1 and width c2 , where c1 was the width of electrode wires and c2 was the
diameter of electrode, as shown in Figure 2.
In Figure 3, a depicts the semidiameter of the spinal cord, and b was the
distance between the dura matter surface and the center of the spinal cord. A point
current source I s , located on the interface between electrode and dura matter surface,
is placed at

 b, 0, z0 

horizontal angle of

outside the cylinder, where 0  z0  c1 . We assumed the

 b, 0, z0 

was  0  0 , the axial distance was z  z0 , and

(  , , z ) was a random point in the spinal cord.

A. Bessel Function Deduction
It was assumed that tissues from the spinal cord and dura matter are isotropic, or
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homogenous dielectric, and that the cylinder boundary effect was negligible.  was
the electrical conductivity within relevant space. So,    i was the electrical
conductivity within the spinal cord and    o was the electrical conductivity within
the dura matter. On the basis of electromagnetic field theory, the potentials evoked by
a point electrical source in the spinal cord and dura matter can be defined as:



Is
4π R

(1)

where  was electrical conductivity within a relevant space, and R was the distance
between a point electrical source and a random point   ,  , z in the spine.
According to Figure 4, if the origin of two-dimensional cylindrical coordinates is
moved along the x axes by a distance of b , then distance r between the new
origin and a point (  , ) on the old two-dimensional coordinates can be defined as:

r 2  b 2   2  2b cos 

(2)

Subsequently, R can be calculated as:

R  b 2   2  2b cos    z  z0 

2

1
1

R
r 2  ( z  z0 ) 2

i.e.

(3)

(4)

According to geometry theory[19]: if two right-angled lines of a right triangle are

z and r , respectively, then the hypotenuse can be defined as the Fourier integral of
the modified Bessel Function, as follows:

1
1 

K 0  k r  e jk ( z  z0 ) d k

 
r 2  ( z  z )2
1 
 e - z0
K 0  k r  e jk z d k

 
0

(5)

The weighted sum equation of the modified Zeroth-order Bessel Function of the
second kind is as follows:


K 0  kr   K 0  kb  I 0  k    2 K n  kb  I n  k   cos n

(6)

n 1
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Because the Cosine Function is Cosine Function at   0 , equation (6) can be
reduced to (7):
K 0  kr  



 K  kb  I  k   cos n

n 

n

(7)

n

Where I n  k   and Kn  kb are the first kind and second kind of the modified n
th-order Bessel Function, respectively.
According to equations (4), (5), and (7), changes in the order of weight sum and
integral, as well as distance R between point electrical source and a random point

  ,  , z

can be defined by:


1
 z0 1
e
K n  kb  I n  k   cos n e jkz dk


R
π n 

(8)

Therefore, equation (1) could be reduced to the following equation:

  e z0

Is
42





K n  kb  I n  k   cos n e jkz dk



n 

(9)

Equation (9) is the potential in an isotropic, homogenous dielectric during point
electrical source stimulation. For the idealized model used in this study, electrical
conductivities within the spinal cord and dura matter varied. Therefore, conductivity
was not discrete, and there was induced charge on the interface between the spinal
cord and dura matter, which induced an electrical field.

B. Construction of the Field Distribution models

Assume that potentials in the spinal cord and dura matter are:

in  ins  applied
out  outs  applied
Where in was the spinal cord potential, and

out

is the dura matter potential, applied

was the potential produced by the point electrical source, and

ins

and

outs were

induced potential in the spinal cord and dura matter, respectively.
In the dura matter, the induced electrical field follows the Laplacian Equation[19],
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as follows:
 2outs 1 outs 1  2outs  2outs

 2

0
 
  2
 2
z 2

(10)

To solve this partial difference equation using the method of Separation of
Variables in cylindrical coordinates[18], it could be displayed as the product of the
three parameters:  ,  , and z . Therefore, the solution was:

 a sin n  b cos n   c I  k d K  k  e e
n

n

n n

n

n

n

jkz

 fne jkz 

(11)

where I n  k   and K n  k   were the first kind and second kind of the modified n
th-order Bessel Function, respectively. According to symmetry, the potential was the
same at the positive and negative angles of  . Therefore, an should be 0.

1. Potential in the dura matter

When    , I n  k   is log infinite, equation (11) becomes infinite. Therefore,
only the second kind of Bessel Function K n  k   was applicable to the area outside
the smaller cylinder. In other words, cn = 0 when    . According to relation

K n  x   K  n  x  , the sum of n from two sides and the integral for k was displayed
from  to  , and the potential in dura matter was produced by induced charge:

outs   ,  , z  





n 

e







Dn  k  K n  k   cos n e  jk ( z  z0 ) dk
(12)



z0

n 





Dn  k  K n  k   cos n e

 jkz

dk

Finally, for a point electrical source with a current density I s , the total potential in
dura matter was:

out   , , z   ez

0





n





Dn  k  Kn  k   cos n e jkz dk 

Is
4π 0 R

(13)

where  o was the electrical conductivity in dura matter, and the coefficient Dn  k 
was determined by boundary conditions.
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2. Potential in the spinal cord

Because the spinal cord has a passive field, the applied field and induced field for a
spinal cord point were combined, and the combination follows the Laplacian
Equation:

 2in 1 in 1  2in  2in


 2 0
 2    2  2
z

(14)

Equation (11) could be subsequently calculated. Because Kn  k    when

  0 , then d n  0 . In addition, I n ( x )  I  n ( x ) was used to calculate potential in
spinal cord as:

in   , , z  





n 

 e z0



Cn  k  I n  k   cos n e  jk ( z  z0 ) dk





(15)



n 





Cn  k  I n  k   cos n e jkz dk

The next step was to determine coefficients Cn (k ) and Dn (k ) using proper
boundary conditions. In this model, the difference between the electrical
conductivities of dura matter and spinal cord was very small, and therefore the
resistance on the interface could be neglected. Therefore, the boundary conditions of
the cylinder interface were: (a) potential was continuous; (b) radial current density
was continuous, and could be expressed as:

in   , , z   a  out   , , z   a
o(


out
)  a   i ( in )   a



(16)
(17)

where  i was the electrical conductivity in the spinal cord and  o was the
electrical conductivity in the dura matter.
Replacing the relevant parts in equations (13) and (15) with the above boundary
conditions, the coefficients Cn (k ) and Dn (k ) could be deduced as follows:
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Cn  k  

I s K n  kb   I n  ka  K n n  ka   I n n  ka  K n  ka  
42  o I n  ka  K n n  ka    i I n n  ka  K n  ka  



I s  i  1 K n (kb) I n  ka 
 o 
Dn  k   2
4π  o I n  ka  K n n  ka    i I n n  ka  K n  ka  

(18)

(19)

Potentials in the dura matter and spinal cord could be calculated by putting
equations (18) and (19) into equation (13) and (15).
Thus far, we obtained potential field distribution from dura matter and spinal cord
during direct epidural electrical stimulation by point electrical source. According to
the addition theory of electrical field, integral equations (9), (13), and (15) were
within the area of the stimulation electrode. Deduction of field distribution during
interface stimulated:

 s  s   s [e
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Is
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Is
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(20)

(21)

Cn  k  I n  k   cos n e  jkz dk ]

Cn  k  I n  k   cos n e

(22)
 jkz

dk ]

Finally, according to the differential form of Ohm's law below:


E  r , z    r , z


J  r , z   E  r , z 

(23)
(24)

we calculated current density distribution in the dura matter and spinal cord. To
accomplish computer simulation, it is necessary to discretize the above equations.
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3. Model discretization

First, the integral of k was discretized. Here it was assumed that k and n were
the spatial frequency along the z and  axis, respectively, Z and S were the
spatial sampling interval along the z and  axis, respectively, and 2 M and 2 N
were the sampling hits along the z and  axis, respectively. This resulted in k =

 / MZ and n =  / NS .
Second, cosn was transformed into a complex exponential form. For a random
integer l and q , where  M  l  M  1 and  N  q  N  1 , the Fast Fourier
Transform of equations (20), (21), and (22) should be performed. They could be
formulated as follows, respectively:

   , qS , lZ  s 

[  c2 (e  c  1)]I s 
4π 2
MZ
1

N 1 M 1



 m

 m





b  In 
  e  j ml / M e  j nq / N
Kn 


 MZ   MZ 
n 1 m 1




(25)
N 1

out   , qS , lZ  s  [c2 (e  1)] 


Is
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s

(26)
N 1

in   , qS , lZ  s  [c2 (e  1)] 
c1

M 1
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 πm
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Cn 
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(27)
where：

[c2 (ec  1)]I s π

4π o R s
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MZ
1

1
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 Kn 
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(28)

SIMULATION EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
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MATLAB Software was used to simulate instantaneous field distribution within the
dura matter and spinal cord during double electrode stimulation in contour maps. In
the models, the length of the spinal cord segment was 5 cm, and the longitudinal
placement of the two electrodes was applied as depicted in Figure 2. The width of
electrode wire c1 was 0.05 cm, the diameter of electrode c2 was 0.075 cm, the
diameter of spinal cord a was 1.5 cm. The distance between the surface of dura
matter and the center of spinal cord b was 1.51 cm, the negative and positive
electrodes was longitudinally located at (1.51 cm, 0, 0.75 cm) and (1.51 cm, 0, -0.75
cm) respectively, electrical conductivity within dura matter  o was 0.03 S/m, and
electrical conductivity within spinal cord  i was 0.083 S/m [4,20], and a stimulating
current intensity of 5 mA was used, resulting in I s 

5
mA per cm2.
c1c2

Based on the above assumptions, the three-dimensional figures were plotted to
explain the distribution of potential and current density with different nerve tissues on
cylindrical coordinates. Contour maps of potential and current density were also
generated from these values and plotted. These figures helped to visualize the
potential distribution and current density spread in each model. In this study, the plots
were made along longitudinal z and transverse  axes.

Three-dimensional plots and isopotential and isocurrent density contours

In Figure 5, the distribution of potential within the dura matter tissue is shown. By
comparing the two subplots, we could observe that the potential along z axis was
narrower than along the  axis. Therefore, we could conclude that stimulation
spread primarily towards the inner spinal cord due to smaller electrical conductivity
within the dura matter.
Figure 6-8 are three examples of potential and current density distributions within
the spinal cord when  =0.5cm,  =1.0cm and  =1.5cm. In all models, there are
two peak values of potentials located around the two stimulated sites, as shown on the
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subplots (b). When comparing the three figures, it could be observed that the potential
increased proportionally while  varied between 0.5-1.5 cm. This illustrates that
potential values in the outer spinal cord were greater that in the inner regions. In
addition, potential distribution in all three cases was uniform at different ( z ,  ) points
for a given  . The distribution increased with less distance from the stimulating
source, which suggested that potential along transverse and longitudinal spinal cord
regions is greatest at stimulated positions[21]. As shown in subplots (a) of Figure 6-8,
for a given  , isopotential contours change only modestly with respect to distance
away from the stimulated positions.
The distribution of current density within spinal cord varies from the potential field,
as shown in Figure 9-11 with different  values and only one peak value of current
density. By comparing these three figures, it could be observed that current density
increased when  ranged from 0.5-1.5 cm. In other words, current density in the
outer spinal cord was more intensive than within the inner regions. Because the
structure of the outer spinal cord transverse section primarily consists of white matter,
these results suggest that if the stimulating intensity were limited to a certain range,
the electrical stimulating effect on white matter around spinal cord would be far
greater than in the central grey matter. Increased stimulating intensity would be
required to stimulate the deeper conducting fibers.
For a given  value, refer to Figure 9-11 along the axis. The current density was
zero at the stimulated sites due to a combination of two vector fields produced by the
stimulating electrodes. The current density was the most intense at the middle section
of the two electrodes where z =0, which suggested that the most effected area was
between the two electrodes and not at either position of the electrodes. In addition, the
contour was symmetrical along z =0 and the lines were closer from the outer regions
to the inner regions. All models displayed a decrease of 70-80% in current density
from the peak value to the outer regions, which demonstrated that current density
varied faster when it was closer to the center.
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Refer to Figure 9-11 along the  axis. For a given  value, the peak value was
approximately   0 and ranged from -85° to 85°, which demonstrated that the peak
value was mostly around the line along the two electrode lines that ranged from
-85.98° to 85.98°. The current density variations at other areas were milder. These
results showed that if electrodes were placed at the center of posterior pathway, the
posterior sensory and anterior motor pathways would be stimulated. However, if the
current density produced at the posterior sensory pathway is larger than that at
anterior motor pathway, the peak value would spread across the area of the posterior
pathway from the lateral corticospinal tract to the fasciculus gracilis, as shown in
Figure 1. If the electrodes were placed away from the posterior median line, such as
above the left fasciculus cuneatus, the peak value would reach the opposite posterior
horn nerve. Moreover, if the electrodes were placed at the posterior median line, the
stimulated current density would be less when a stimulating current of 1 mA were to
be applied, resulting in a current density of 0.008 mA/cm2 at the anterior horn of
spinal cord where  is 180° and z  0,   a . When the stimulating current is
increased to 5 mA, the stimulated current density will increase correspondingly, with
a current density of 0.025 mA/cm2 at the anterior horn of the spinal cord where



was approximately 180°, z  0,   a . These results suggest that increased stimulating
current intensity will stimulate a whole transverse section of the spinal cord when
electrodes are placed at the posterior median line. In clinical practices, intraoperative
SCEP monitoring was performed with the electrode placed at the center of posterior
pathway before surgical operation. During the surgical correction of spine deformity,
the electrode may change the position from midline of the dorsal column to an oblique
placement. It could decrease the stimulation to the spinal cord, leading to unexpected
reduction in amplitude or absence of response and therefore to a false alarm to
surgeons. Frequently, false warning of SCEP was found to result from the change of
an electrode placement. Based on result of the present study, an increase of
stimulation currency will achieve the same effect as baseline position, verifying
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whether the cause of abnormal changes in SCEP result from electrode position shift or
neurological deficits. The understanding of electrical field and current density
distribution under direct epidural electrical stimulation can help the monitoring
specialists to avoid false monitoring outcomes.
In addition to SCEP monitoring, direct spinal cord stimulation was also used for
pain management. In a previous study, Lee et at. studied the ability of dual parallel
leads to steer stimulation between adjacent contacts on dual parallel leads for
paresthesia-pain treatment by the finite element model of the low-thoracic spinal cord
and its surrounding environment [16]. The study demonstrated that a multi-source
system can target more central points of stimulation on the dorsal column than a
single source system using finite element method, and multi-source system may allow
for better optimization of paresthesia-pain overlap in patients to maximize coverage
of painful areas[16]. Likewise, Gabriel et at. reported that the electric fields generated
by three disc electrodes electrodes located epidurally were about three times more
intense than that placed outside the spine, and uniformly distributed electric fields
were obtained with five disc electrodes placed around the dura mater[17]. Results
from the present mathematical model and simulation study were supported by
findings from previous studies [16-17]. Moreover, this paper presented quantitative
results with three-dimensional potential/current distribution within dura matter and
the cord, as well as the contour map with different  within spinal cord.
CONCLUSIONS

Due to the small electrical conductivity of dura matter tissues, the conduction of
electrical stimulation is narrow and the stimulated current field primarily distributes
towards the transverse section of the spinal cord. The effect of direct epidural
electrical stimulation is mainly on local tissue surrounding the electrodes, which
concentrates around two simulated positions. This suggests that the pair of electrodes
should be transversely placed by at least the stimulated sections. The above figures
demonstrate that potential fields and current densities in each tissue in this model are
not single valued, but rather extend a range of magnitudes. The current density in the
14

outer spinal cord was greater than the inner region. In addition, low stimulating
intensity can excite white matter only on the surface conduction tracts like
spinocerebellar tracts. If the stimulation is expected to reach deeper tractslike the
lateral corticospinal tract and anterior corticospinal tract, or even deeper in
reticulospinal tracts, the stimulating intensity should be increased.
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Figure(s)

Fig.1 Transverse section of spinal cord

Fig.2 Stimulating electrode

Fig.3 Spinal cord with dura matter stimulated by point electrical source

Fig.4 Projection to the xy coordinate plane

(a)

(b)
Fig.5 Potential distribution within dura matter.
(a) the three-dimensional map; (b)the contour map

(a)

(b)
Fig.6 Potential distribution within spinal cord when  =0.5cm.
(a) the three-dimensional map; (b)the contour map

(a)

(b)
Fig.7 Potential distribution within spinal cord when  =1.0cm.
(a) the three-dimensional map; (b)the contour map

(a)

(b)
Fig.8 Potential distribution within spinal cord when  =1.5cm.
(a) the three-dimensional map; (b)the contour map

(a)

(b)
Fig.9 Current distribution within spinal cord when  =0.5cm.
(a) the three-dimensional map; (b)the contour map

(a)

(b)
Fig.10 Current distribution within spinal cord when  =1.0cm.
(a) the three-dimensional map; (b)the contour map

(a)

(b)
Fig.11 Current distribution within spinal cord when  =1.5cm.
(a) the three-dimensional map; (b)the contour map

